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Johannesburg being a commercial hub of South Africa boasts of many shopping malls located in
different parts of its territory. The shops in the malls offer varieties of goods ranging from clothes,
books, music to chemists. Most of them also consist of western-styled supermarkets and food halls
where eating joints of famous brands are found. The Flights to Johannesburg travelers can also
watch their favorite movies in the multiplexes situated here. Also having parking facilities, the
shopping malls provide convenient shopping facilities to its visitors.

The Oriental Plaza situated near the Newtown mosque is a good place for bargaining. It consists of
360 independently owned stores. The plaza also has historical significance as 100 years ago the
famous pass burning ceremony by Mahatma Gandhi was organized a block away from here. The 44
Stanley shopping mall located in Milpark is different from the regular shopping malls. It is a blend of
old architecture and modern trends. The mall consists of former industrial buildings connected by
courtyards and is also home to around to 25 boutiques, restaurants and creative studios. It is a
center of urban regeneration project and the travelers of cheap flights to johannesburg  visit this mall
in large mumbers. the Northgate shopping center, though being small in size is a center of
recreational activities such as movies, paintball and ice skating and weekend entertainment for
children.  Situated next to the Coca-Cola Dome the customers of Johannesburg flights visit this mall
to take a break from the busy city life. The Westgate shopping mall on the other hand was earlier for
many years a working-class mall with very less publicity. It was recently modernized and has thus
gained popularity among foreign visitors. Situated far away from many tourist hot spots, it is now
home to many major chain stores.

The Cresta Mall is a popular shopping and socializing destination among the middle-class
population residing in Central Johannesburg. The mall consists of branches of major chain stores
and some good family restaurants. Also the Rosebank mall situated between the Bath and Cradock
Aves is a famous shopping destination. Its famous Sunday Rooftop Flea Market and the excellent
African Craft Market attract many shopaholics that use the time saving services of direct flights to
Johannesburg .the other shopping malls worth visiting in Johannesburg are Sandton City, Bedford
Centre, Eastgate, Southgate and Fourways Mall. Located in different parts of the city they provide
varied and convenient shopping options to their visitors. Many smaller shopping malls located near
residential areas and consisting of retail stores, smaller chain stores, fast food restaurant or coffee
shops can also be found in the city. Johannesburg travel tips available on the internet and also in
the form of brochures and maps provide sufficient information on the various shopping destinations
of the city.
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